Structural complexity in amorphous calcium carbonate
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Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is an important metastable precursor for marine organism biomineralisation processes. However, the origin of the metastability of ACC is currently not well understood. Here, we use hybrid reverse Monte Carlo (HRMC) to generate atomistic models of ACC, driven by both experimental total scattering measurements [1] and interatomic potentials [2].

Using a recently-developed algorithm [3], we inverted the Ca—Ca pair correlation function from our HRMC model to obtain the effective Ca—Ca interaction potential. The form of this interaction resembles a Lennard-Jones—Gaussian (LJG) potential, characterised by two competing length scales [4]. This competition is known to frustrate crystallisation. The parameterisation of the LJG potential for ACC highlights the origin of geometric frustration in this system; namely, two distinct carbonate-bridging motifs (Fig. 1).

Simulations driven by this effective Ca—Ca potential recover the two dominant characteristics of the ACC structure model: a heterogeneous structure, and a resilience to crystallisation. We therefore attribute both features to the geometric frustration encoded in the effective interactions between calcium ions.

Figure 1. Left: representation of ACC structure model obtained using HRMC. Middle: schematic representation of the effective Ca—Ca interaction potential obtained by inverting the high quality Ca—Ca pair correlation function derived from our model. Right: representative carbonate coordination environment. Note the two possible Ca—CO₃—Ca motifs: pairs of Ca atoms with a common oxygen donor, and those connected across the carbonate molecule (e.g. Ca—O—C—O—Ca pathway).